WL Customer Information Systems

Warning of

Future Delays

Providing advanced notice to train
passengers of potential future delays
to their journey.
Passenger Focus research tells us that customers like to be informed of
potential delays at the earliest opportunity, with details of the expected delay.
The new Warning of Future Delays
functionality has been designed
to allow the operator to provide
passengers with advanced warning
of any future delays that may impact
their train journey. Any future delays
can be made visible on station
displays, and announced over the
PA system. This early knowledge
enables the passenger to plan ahead
and make advance decisions about
their onward journey and helps build
trust between the passenger and
TOC.

The issue

Our solution
Worldline’s Warning of Future Delays functionality is a simple and effective way of providing
passengers with advanced warning of any future delays that may impact their travel.
As soon as a TOC becomes aware of an issue that will cause delays, the operators can quickly
insert details of the incident into the LICC. The software will then determine which services are
affected and tailor the message sent to station displays and PA.

The following options are available to the operator through the Warning of
Future Delays functionality and enable flexibility in how the information is
presented:

• Impact

There are four types of delay impact the operator can assign to the incident to indicate how
the incident is likely to affect train services. If a set delay is known this can be added, otherwise
a generic delay message can be selected. The operator can also input their own custom
description.

Any delays along a train’s route can have a
huge impact to a passenger’s journey.

• Location

To help minimise the impact of delays,
passengers are provided with real-time
information from a variety of sources to keep
them informed of the expected arrival time of
a service.

• Reason

This works fine when a service is delayed
before it reaches a station. The passenger
can see the service is currently delayed so
assumes it may not reach the destination at
the scheduled time.
However, what about when a train is currently
running to schedule, but the TOC strongly
suspects there will be a delay before reaching
its destination? Very little information is
currently provided to the passenger on future
delays expected further along the train’s route.
Some operators add delay comments to each
affected train service; yet this approach is slow
and open to error as each affected service
has to be manually selected and updated
individually if circumstances change.

The incident can either be restricted to the area around a single station, or between two
stations along a line of route. The software also caters for issues that affect trains running in
one or both directions of travel.
All standard delay reasons are available from a drop down menu for easy selection.

• Timescale

Operators can specify an end time and date in the future, or let the incident run for a specified
number of minutes from the current time.

• Preview

Operators will be able to preview an example message before confirming the incident.

• Free Flow Text

If configured, operators can choose to add their own short and long descriptions about the
incident. This information will take precedence over any other information, however, will not
announce via PA.

• Multiple incidents

The Incident Manager makes it easy to view and maintain any ongoing incidents. Multiple
incidents can be active at the same time and services can be affected by more than one
incident.

Integration
Full TIGER Integration
The LICC simultaneously updates TIGER
with any warnings of future delays which
allow passengers to access real-time train
information via the internet. A warning
symbol clearly indicates which services are
affected, and a summary message describing
the incident is shown. TIGER can also show
multiple incidents at the same time.

Displays
Station displays can be re-scripted to show
the description of the incident and a warning
symbol against affected trains. Otherwise,
incident information can be displayed in the
existing Comments or Extended Comments
field.

PA
Warning of Future Delays functionality
integrates seamlessly with all existing
Worldline PA solutions. New voice recordings
have been captured to inform the passengers
of any incidents.

Associated Page Notices
The LICC can be configured to send incident
information as an associated page notice,
which will take the place of any existing
associated page.

The benefits

Multiple incidents

Passenger Time Saving

Timely Communication

Warning of Future Delays functionality is able
to handle multiple incidents across a TOC’s
network. The number of incidents to display
when several incidents affect a single route is
configurable on a per TOC basis.

There are considerable time savings for
passengers who are able to plan an alternative
route or mode of transport if necessary in
order to continue their journey.

Passengers are given full information about
current and future issues which are likely to
affect their journey and can use this to make
decisions about their travel and change plans,
if necessary.

Operator Time Saving

Passenger Satisfaction

Relevant Information

Warning of Future Delays functionality creates
a single location for all information related to
the incident. All affected trains are updated
automatically when the incident details are
input. This makes it much quicker to update
information and inform passengers.

Passengers receive reassurance that their
onward journey can be completed as planned.

Details of incidents are only applied to the
relevant portion of train services that are likely
to be affected by the problem. Passengers
waiting for unaffected services or portions of
trains’ journeys will not be alerted to incidents
that do not affect their train.
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